
Topic 9 – Easements 
Natural rights 

 Rights which automatically flow from the natural character of the land 

 Examples:  

o Right to take advantage of natural resources on land 

o Right to take advantage of light on property 

o Right to the flow of water on the land 

o Right to the shade of trees from the land 

 Passes automatically with natural state of land 

 Easements are created to add to natural rights associated with land 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Introduction and nature 

 PLA= property law act  

 An easement is simply a 

right of use of land- one person 

grants to another the right to 

of using land  

 Can be made expressly 

or by reservation (implied) 

 An easement is an 

intangible or incorporeal proprietary interest in land 

 It s a right annexed to land to use some other person’s land in a particular manner or 

to prevent the owner from using it in a particular manner 

 Right annexed to land: right taken from one estate and grafted to another estate  

 Easement is an intangible interest in land 

 It is a right which is enforceable over one piece of land (servient tenement) which 

may be utilised by owner of another piece of land (dominant tenement) 

 Easement is created for the benefit of the dominant tenement and burdening the 

servient tenement 

 As easement is an incorporeal hereditament and is proprietary in nature; 

Commissioner of Main Roads v North Shore Gas Co Ltd 

o ‘Incorporeal hereditament’ refers to the intangible nature of the right. 

However, easements are nevertheless proprietary in nature and are 

enforceable in rem (against the whole world) and can be inherited.  

 The easement is proprietary in nature but it does not, however, carry possessory rights 

that are usually associated with corporeal ownership.  

o Rather, the owner of an easement owns a right, enforceable in rem. However, 

the easement holder does not own the land against which the easement is 

enforceable.   

Dominant tenement  

Servient tenement  



 Holder of an easement holds a fee simple estate over dominant tenement and an 

incorporeal right over servient tenement  

Positive or negative easement 

 Broadly, there are two types of easements: 

1. Positive easements; and 

2. Negative easements; Phipps v Pears 

 (1) A positive easement: 

o Gives the owner of the dominant tenement ‘a right to himself to do something 

on or to’ the servient tenement; Phipps v Pears   

o Examples of positive easements include: 

 A right of way across another’s land; Treweeke v 36 Wolseley Road Pty 

Ltd  

 A right to enjoy an area of another’s land as a garden; Riley v Penttila 

 A right to park a car on the servient tenement; London & Blenheim 

Estates Ltd v Ladbroke Retail Parks Ltd 

 (2) A negative easement: 

o By contrast does not give the owner of the dominant tenement a right of 

entry but merely a right to prevent something being done on the servient 

tenement that is inconsistent with a particular use of the dominant tenement; 

Phipps v Pears 

o Examples of negative easements include: 

 A right that the light flowing over adjoining land to a window shall not 

be reasonably obstructed; Colls v Home & Colonial Stores Ltd 

 A right for lateral support of a building 

 This would require the owner of the servient land not to 

demolish a retaining wall that is on his land  

 A right that a neighbour will not cut down their trees 

 This was a negative easement on the 2007 exam and is valid. 

The trees were old and beautiful and provided privacy.  

 Right to receive water through pipes  

 Right to flow of air through a defined aperture  

 So, an easement is the ownership of an additional right which attaches itself to the 

natural rights flowing from corporeal ownership.  

 

Easements distinguished from similar rights 

1. A grant of an easement does not involve the removal of any part of the soil or natural 

produce of the land; Mitcham City Council v Clothier 

o This distinguishes an easement from a profit a prende 

o A profit a prende gives the holder a right of entry upon another’s land to take 

some portion of the soil or its natural produce such as gravel, timber, pasture 

and minerals; Manning v Wasdale  

o Moreover, unlike an easement, which must be attached to a dominant land, 

a profit may be granted in gross or without any land to be benefited; Ellison v 

Vukicevic 

o The only similarity between an easement and a profit is that there are both 

incorporeal hereditaments; Commission of Main Roads v North Shore Gas Co 

Ltd 

2. The main distinguishing feature between an easement and a licence is that an easement 

constitutes an interest in land, whereas a licence does not pass any interest, it is bare 

permission; Re Ridgeway and Smith’s Contract 

o Unlike an easement, which binds successors in title, a licence only binds the 

licensee and the licensor buy not subsequent dealers in the land, even with 

notice; Re Ridgeway and Smith’s Contract 



REQUIREMENTS FOR THE CREATION OF A VALID EASEMENT 
The requirements for a valid easement are as follows: 

i. There must be a dominant and servient tenement; 

ii. The easement must accommodate/benefit the dominant tenement; 

iii. The dominant and servient tenement must be held by different people; and 

iv. The rights must be capable of forming the subject matter of a grant;  

(Re Ellenborough Park; accepted as part of Australian law in Riley v Pentilla) 

• All the requirements must be present for the creation of a valid easement 

(i) Dominant and servient tenement 

 The dominant and servient tenement are also known as the benefited (dominant) 

and the burdened (servient) land  

 Dominant and servient tenement need not be contiguous  

 Proprietary interest runs with the dominant land benefiting successors in title and 

burdening successors in title of servient tenement 

 As easement which confers no specific benefit on land (absence of dominant 

tenement) is known as an easement in gross – common law easements cannot be in 

gross 

o It is worth noting here that statutory easements can be in gross; s187A Local 

Government Act 1989 (Vic) 

 This is most likely done for the benefit of council workers.  

 At common law, for a right to be an easement, there must be both a dominant and 

servient tenement; Concord Municipal District v Coles 

o So, to reiterate, the dominant tenement is the land to which the easement is 

attached (the land benefited) and the servient tenement is the land over 

which the right is granted (the land burdened) 

 Both must be identifiable; Johnstone v Holdway 

o This will be sufficient if, even though not expressly referred to, the dominant 

tenement can be inferred from all of the circumstances; s97 PLA 

 The dominant tenement can consist of incorporeal property or both corporeal and 

incorporeal hereditaments; Gas & Fuel Corporation (Vic) v Barba 

 A purported grant of an easement, such as a right of way, to a person who does not 

own land that can be benefited, confers only a personal licence which is 

enforceable amongst the parties but does not bind the subsequent owner of the 

servient land; Commissioner of Main Roads v North Shore Gas Co Ltd 

o For example, it has been held that a reservation of a right of way that made 

no reference to the dominant tenement for which the ‘way’ was reserved, 

did not impose any burden on the servient tenement; Gapes v Fish 

o Moreover, the right of the public to pass and re-pass along a highway is not 

an easement as members of public have no dominant tenement to be 

benefited; Rangeley v Midland Railway Co 

 Because an easement is incapable of existing without a DT and a ST, it cannot be 

sold as a ‘lot’ independently of the dominant land; Tuckett v Brice  

 An easement must have a servient tenement; Faloon & Piesse v District Land Registrar  

o “It is necessary for an easement that there should be land over which it is 

exercisable that can be defined and pointed out”; Woodman v Pwllback 

Colliery 

o A servient tenement may serve more that one dominant tenement; Harada v 

Registrar of Titles 

(ii) The easement must accommodate the dominant tenement  

 An easement must both accommodate and serve the dominant tenement and it 

should be reasonably necessary for the better enjoyment of that tenement; Frater v 

Finlay  

 Fundamentally a land interest: right enforceable against land to provide a benefit to 

the dominant tentement  



 The easement must accommodate the benefited land, not the owner of the land.  

o The personal interests of the owner does not matter, it is the benefit to the 

land which is of relevance 

o Said differently, the easement will only be enforceable where it can be 

proven that it ‘accommodates’ the dominant tenement. It will only do this 

where it provides benefit to the tenement. This benefit cannot be merely 

personal; it must be sufficiently attached to the enjoyment of the land in 

general; Ackroyd v Smith  

o Example 

 An annual pass to attend cricket at MCG to owner of nearby house is 

not an easement 

 Easement must be connected with the enjoyment and benefit of the dominant 

tenement as land 

In order to accommodate the dominant tenement, it Is not necessary that the dominant 

and servient tenements be contiguous (sharing a common boarder); Pitt v Durham 

County Water Board.  

o Saying this, however, the two tenements must be close enough to confer a 

practical benefit to the dominant tenement; Dewhirst v Edwards 

o For example: 

 An easement of way may accommodate the dominant tenement if 

(although it does not abut on the servient land) it is sufficiently close to 

it for the owner of the dominant land, if he or she can acquire 

permission to pass over the intervening land, to use the servient land as 

a means of access to a public way; Dewhirst v Edwards 

 Similarly, it has been held that rights granted to a water supply 

corporation to lay pipes on private land not contiguous to any land 

owned by the water company for the purpose of supplying water 

constituted a valid easement; Gas & Fuel Corporation (Vic) v Barba 

 However, the greater distance between the two tenements, the more 

difficult it is to prove that an active ascertainable benefit is conferred 

upon the dominant tenement; Todrick v Western National Omnibus 

 There have been cases where easements have been held to be valid 

where the two tenements have been up to 30km apart.  

 There must be a nexus between the easement right and the enjoyment of the 

dominant land; Riley v Penttila 

 The law of easements was developed to facilitate the occupation and enjoyment of 

particular pieces of land – this should be remembered at all times. From this, the 

primary question asked is to what extent does the alleged easement perform these 

functions; Harada v Registrar of Titles 

o From this, a new easement cannot be created at the leisure of the dominant 

tenant owner. If this was permitted, then an infinite variety of rights might 

acquire an in rem status despite their disassociation with the land; Hill v Tupper 

 Rights to use and enjoy boats for recreational purposes on canal which abutted 

dominant tenement was unconnected with physical enjoyment of land (Hill v Tupper) 

 The fact that a right increases the market value of the dominant tenement, though 

remaining a relevant consideration, is not conclusive that it is an easement; Re 

Ellenborough Park 

o In that case, a right was granted to a landowner whose property abutted 

Lord’s Cricket Ground to attend cricket matches for free. It was held not to be 

an easement because it was not connected with the normal use of the 

property.  

 A right may accommodate the dominant tenement despite the fact that it only 

provides a benefit to a small portion of the land; Registrar of Titles 

 Whether a particular right is connected with the use of the intended dominant 

tenement depends on the nature of the subject land and the nature of the right 

granted; Riley v Penttila  



o The requirement is satisfied so long as the right claimed could be of some 

possible benefit to the enjoyment of the dominant land; R v Registrar of Title; 

Ex p Waddington 

o The test applicable is whether the right being claimed is given for purposes 

wholly unconnected with the dominant tenement; Ackroyd v Smith.  

o If it has some connection with the enjoyment of the dominant tenement (or a 

business conducted on it); Harada v Registrar of Titles, then it is an easement; 

Ackroyd v Smith 

 Whether a right granted accommodates the intended dominant land is determined 

at the date of the grant and not at a later date. Therefore the fact that the benefits 

of an easement are diminished or enlarged by subsequent events in irrelevant; 

Huckvale v Aegean Hotels Ltd  

 An easement is appurtenant (belonging, pertinent) to, and for the benefit of the 

dominant tenement as a whole; Gallagher v Rainbow  

o Accordingly, where the dominant land is subdivided, to the extent that any 

part of the land may benefit from the easement, prima facie the inference is 

to be drawn that the easement will be enforceable for the benefit of that 

part; Guth v Robinson  

 This presumption can be rebutted if the easement, on its true 

construction, benefits the dominant land in its original form only 

(before the division) or where otherwise stated in the grant; Crawford 

Realty Co v Ostrow  

(iii) The dominant and servient tenements must be held by different people 

 A person cannot have an easement over his own land; Reilly v Booth 

 An easement is a right a person has over another’s land. 

o Where the owner of ‘Whiteacre’ and ‘Blackacre’ passes over Whiteacre to 

reach Blackacre, he is not exercising a right of way in respect of Whiteacre; 

but rather making use of his own land to get from one part to another; Roe v 

Siddons 

 Similarly, a grant of a right of way where the owner of the dominant land is a co-

owner of the servient land does not amount to an easement; RJ Finlayson Ltd v Elder, 

Smith & Co Ltd 

 If dominant and servient tenement are held in same ownership, easement is 

extinguished 

 No need for easement when both properties are owned by the same person 

 BUT where person owns both properties but not in possession of both, may be 

easement 

 Eg Owner of servient tenement leases out dominant tenement, the lessee may 

acquire easement rights over servient tenement for duration of lease 

 However, be aware of situations where an easement may be created over land 

where both tenements are owned by the same person. This will occur when the 

owner has given possession to others and different persons occupy the dominant and 

servient tenements. This will happen with respect to leases.  

o This will also apply if the landlord has only leased out one of the tenements. In 

this situation, the landlord can reserve an easement of way, for example, over 

part of the land occupied by a tenant in favour of the land that he has 

chosen to retain, and vice versa; Maurice Toltz Pty Ltd v Macy’s Emporium Pty 

Lt 

(iv) The right must be capable of forming the subject matter of the grant 

 Right must be capable of forming a subject matter to which an easement may relate  

 A right which is vague, obscure and indistinct may not constitute a valid easement 

because such rights do not, in substance, confer a definitive benefit upon the 

dominant tenement.  

 The nature of the right and its extent must be capable of exact description – must be 

precise and certain; Riley v Penttila.  



 A right that is too vague and imprecise cannot be classified an as easement; 

o Confers uncertainty on the owner of the servient tenement as to scope of 

activities and rights 

o Not reasonably necessary to the use and enjoyment of dominant tenement 

o Examples: protection from weather, privacy, right to view, right to general flow 

of air or mere right of recreation or amusement would be uncertain  

 Auerbach v Beck  

o For example: 

 A right to wander freely over a neighbours land cannot form the 

subject of an easement because it is so indeterminate as to defy 

precise definition; Re Ellenborough Park.  

 This particular right is refered to as a right of jus spatiandi and 

generally cannot be capable of forming the subject matter of 

an easement.  

 However, it has been held that a right to enjoy a defined area (such 

as a garden or a park) for recreation given to a limited number of 

landowners is certain, and therefore, a valid easement; Riley v Penttila  

 Therefore, the granting of a right for pure recreation will not be 

so vague as to prevent the creation of a valid easement, 

provided that it is constructed sensibly and reasonably; City 

Developments v Reg General of Northern Territory  

 It has also been held that a grant of right of way over neighbouring 

land will not fail as an easement in this regard, even if it does not 

define the exact way or route to be followed by the owner of the 

intended dominant land; Maurice Toltz Pty Ltd v Macy’s Emporium Pty 

Ltd  

 Must have some degree of permanence and stability  

 Some other rulings on whether rights are capable of forming the subject matter of the 

grant: 

o It has been held that a right of undefined flow of air and light over 

neighbouring land can constitute an easement where created by express 

grant; Commonwealth v Registrar of Titles 

o Also, a right to enter adjoining land for the purpose of maintaining the 

external wall of a dwelling house is not too vague and as such is a valid 

easement; Auerback v Beck 

o However, a right of privacy (Browne v Flower) and a right of prospect or view 

has been held to be too imprecise to constitute the subject matter of an 

easement; Palmer v Board of Land & Waters 

 In that case, a claim of a right to an unobstructed view of the sea was 

rejected as an easement.  

 It is very important to note that attitudes of what can and cannot constitute an 

easement can change over time; Riley v Penttila 

o In the case of Evanel v Nelson it was recognised that the right to access 

garden facilities or general recreational areas can confer an important 

benefit upon land in modern society (due to urbanisation).  

 Easements which may offend this requirement are often those which have arisen 

either impliedly or by prescription. In such circumstances, the absence of express 

articulation means that the precise scope and nature of the right can be unclear 

Recreational and ‘jus spatiandi’ easements  

 ‘jus spatiandi: right to roam or wander at large over another’s field/park is generally 

incapable of forming the subject matter of an easement’ 

 The most contentious and litigated form of easements which most commonly will not 

form the subject matter of the grant are easements relating to the right of recreation 

o It is very probably that this kind of easement could be examined on an exam.  

 It is very important to understand the attitudes of the courts towards these jus 

spatiandi easements.  



 Easements regarding the right to wander at large were considered in the case of Re 

Ellenborough Park 

o It was held in this case that the right did constitute an easement because it 

provided a broader benefit to the owner of the land and was therefore to be 

viewed as a beneficial attribute of the land.  

Re Ellenborough Park [1956] 

Facts: In 1885, land surrounding Ellenborough Park was sold in plots to individual purchasers. 

Each purchaser acquired a fee simple in the plot, and in addition, also acquired an 

easement to use the roads and footpaths and drains on the estate “and also the full 

enjoyment…at all times hereafter in common with other people to whom such easements 

may be granted of the pleasure ground set out and made in front of the said plot of land…in 

the centre of the square called Ellenborough park…subject to the payment of a fair and just 

proportion of the costs, charges and expenses of keeping in good order and condition, the 

said pleasure ground”. The pleasure ground was also subject to a covenant that it would not 

be built upon, the benefit of which was enjoyed by the tenants. In 1880 the owner of the part 

died and the relevant areas vested in his trustees. The issue, inter alia, was whether the 

owners of the plots had a valid easement over the park.  

Judgement: Evershed MR gave the judgement and he found that the right was definable 

and hence the easement was valid and enforceable.  

From this case: In his judgement, Evershed MR examined the rudimentary basis of the 

easement. He noted that the ‘right to wander’ is too broad and can never be made out as 

an easement. However, Evershed MR did not characterise the right in this case as a right to 

wander, rather, he commented that it should be articulated as a ‘recreational right’ and that 

right was appurtenant (thus definable) to a private residence, and, further, it provided a 

clear utility and benefit to the dominant tenement and was therefore to be regarded as a 

“beneficial attribute” . Reasoned: the right to use and enjoy garden valid form of recreation 

over land and should be contrasted with mere right to roam and wander over the land. 

Beneficial attribute rather than a recreational right 

Another important consideration in this case was that there was no ‘clash’ of proprietary 

interests. In the case of Victoria Park, if ownership was given over the spectacle, then it 

would have impacted upon other owner’s proprietary rights to use their land – they could 

not go on their balconies and look in the direction of the racecourse. However, on these 

facts, no-ones rights were being impinged by the granting of the easement and, Evershed 

noted that this was an important factor in the right be articulated as a valid interest.  

Note that running through the judgement is also a notion of public policy – people need to 

be able to use recreational facilities.  

 The conclusions of Evershed MR in Re Ellenborough Park were raised by the Victorian 

Supreme Court in the case of Riley v Penttila, a case which examined recreational 

rights that attached to a park reserve… 

 

Riley v Penttila [1974] 

Facts: A subdivision created a number of allotments that abutted onto an area known as 

“Outlook Park Reserve”. The purchaser of each lot gets a fee simple along with the liberty to 

use and enjoy, in common, the park in the middle of the land. The subdivider, Keam, 

expressly conferred the benefit of this easement to each purchaser when they acquired the 

fee simple. All lot owners given easement over the reserve for recreation or as park/garden: 

“liberty to enjoy the reserve for the purpose of recreation or a garden or a park”. It 

eventuated that the land was used for a range of different activities. A portion of it was 

fenced off for a tennis court. Other area were used as a garden and a playground. In 1971 

the defendants purchased one of the allotments and began to excavate the area and built 

a swimming pool. A total of 18 neighbours, all holding the express right to enjoy the land, 

objected to the building of the swimming pool. They claimed that they were entitled to use 

and enjoy the land in common with each other and that the building of the swimming pool 

interfered with this right. The defendants counter claimed holding that they adversely 



possessed the land. For this area of this course, what is of interest is Gillard J’s consideration, 

inter alia, whether the recreational right was an easement 

Judgement: it is held by Gillard J that the recreation right is a valid easement 

From this case: Gillard J’s judgement is largely based upon the findings in Re Ellenborough 

Park. Gillard notes that in this case, the decision is even clearer as there is an express 

statement from the subdivider which appears to evince the intention that an easement 

should be conferred. Gillard also comments that the intention could also be inferred by the 

fact that the easement was conferred upon any relations of the proprietors.  

Gillard goes on to emphasise the utility of recreational rights and that they are vital for 

‘gracious living’ and noting that it is ‘necessary ‘to have space for a garden and recreation 

and that an extended private recreational facility adds significant enjoyment and benefit to 

the residence. Therefore it was not a jus spatiandi, but a defined private right of recreation. 

His honour noted that a right to enjoyment of a specific area for recreational purposes, 

which has been given to a defined number of landholders and which benefits a particular 

area of land, is capable of forming the subject matter of a grant 

The liberty to use and enjoy a reserve in common for recreational purposes is not too vague 

because rights were set out with detailed certainty and the purpose of the right being clear. 

NOT REALLLY RELEVANT HERE, BUT COULD BE IN EXAM AP QUESTION ----- Regarding the AP 

claim by the defendants, as the land was judged to be the subject of an easement, there 

could be no AP as if you have an easement over land you have permission to be on it, and 

permission will defeat an AP claim.  

 Importance of recreational right for gracious living emphases: adds to enjoyment of 

lots 

 Distinguished: Ellenborough Park: more explicit words and more direct connection 

between right over reserve and land held by owners: 2 factors precluded uncertainty 

 So, from Re Ellenborough Park and Riley v Penttila the following will be required in 

order to apply these cases to a recreational easement 

o Both cases involve park land. 

o The facts in both cases involve an express grant 

 However, the grant in Riley was more specific than the grant in 

Ellenborough Park 

o In both cases the easement applies to a number of people in common 

o In both cases there is no ‘clash’ of proprietary rights generated by the 

awarding of the easement  

o In both cases, on the facts, the right was a beneficial attribute, appurtenant 

(belonging) to the surrounding homes and that: 

“Its use of the purposes, not only for exercise and rest but also for such normal domestic 

purposes as were suggested in argument – for example, taking out small children in 

perambulators or otherwise – is not fairly to be described as one of mere recreational 

amusement, and is clearly beneficial to the premises to which it is attached in”; Per 

Evershed MR in Re Ellenborough Park 

 From this, the easement must confer more than just mere 

amusement; it must be beneficial to the way that life is lived on 

that premesis.  

 

 A right cannot constitute an easement unless the person who makes the grant has a 

sufficient estate in the servient land and the capacity to make the easement; 

Thwaites v Brahe 

o The quantum of the grantor’s estate in the servient land determines the 

quantum of the easement that he may grant.  

o Therefore, in order to create an easement in fee simple by grant, the grantor 

must be the legal owner of the servient land in fee simple; Hedley v Roberts 

 In addition to having an interest in the servient land, a grantor of an easement must 

have a legal capacity to make the grant; Thwaites v Brahe.  

Common easement 

 can constitute an easement 



 Must be validated in accordance with formality requirements  for creation of legal or 

equitable easements 

 Common easement rights:  

o Right of way 

o Right of support 

o Right of drainage 

o Rights relating to flow of air or light through a defined channel 

 Not closed list 

 Easement of air through defined channel is acceptable 

 Rights to solar access (scope and nature) 

METHODS OF CREATING EASEMENTS 

 Easements just don’t arise, they must be created; Riley v Penttila   

 Broadly there are four main types of easements and two more, smaller types of 

easements: 

1. By express grant OR By express reservation OR by equity ; 

2. By implied grant; 

 (a) by grant 

 (b) by necessity 

 (c) by common intention or construction 

3. By statute 

4. By prescription 
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